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SUMMARY After preliminary testing with pig, dog, rabbit, monkey, cat, and human cadaver eyes the CLCC system has been used for penetrating and lamellar keratoplasty in human subjects. Clinical experience covers a broad range of corneal pathology. Detailed operative instructions and observations are given. In the experimental situation the CLCC is being used to achieve deep lamellar corneal dissection for a continuing study of non-penetrating keratoplasty.

The CLCC developed from an experimental programme designed to perfect deep, non-penetrating corneal grafting on to Descemet’s membrane (Crock, 1977). The microsurgical system which has evolved as a by-product of this research has opened new possibilities in penetrating grafting. It is this aspect of the technology which, to date, has received most attention at a clinical level. Dissection to Descemet’s membrane has become feasible, but experimental work is still moving towards a safe, rapid, and consistently reproducible surgical technique for lamellar grafting over an exposed, intact Descemet’s membrane.

Operating theatre technique was outlined briefly in Paper I. The procedures will now be considered in greater detail, with specific cutting instructions, clinical features of tissue characteristics during cutting, methods of donor handling, and a synopsis of the first 25 operations using the CLCC system.

Operative routine

The importance of head and eye posture is re-emphasised. Where possible the patient’s cornea should be located centrally between the open lids so that corneal pathology, optical axis of the CLCC, and the optical path of the operating microscope are aligned vertically. Placing the CLCC on the eye may for descriptive purposes be considered in three steps.

Initially the surgeon fits the lens to the cornea by tilting the instrument so that the foot plate rests on the nasal limbus while an assistant irrigates the eye from the temporal side with balanced salt solution.* The instrument is gradually brought to the vertical position with the foot plate resting over the entire limbal circumference. Most air will be excluded from the lens corneal interface during such fitting. Small remaining bubbles will bleed out through the knife race. Secondly, the CLCC is slid over the cornea until the main lesion is centrally located and completely encompassed by the outer rim of the contact lens. To achieve this it may be necessary to remove the instrument and apply a different sized cutter. The CLCC is then seated on the eye and downward pressure applied. The notched foot plate thus gains a grip of the bulbar tissues, which prevents movement of the globe during corneal cutting. Indirect ophthalmoscopy through the contact lens during this phase of operation has shown that the risk of inducing central retinal vessel closure is negligible.

Fitting difficulties may be due to inappropriate eye posture, corneal irregularity, or conjunctival entrapment by the foot plate in the case of larger grafts. In the first instance, the CLCC should be withdrawn and reintroduced after the eye position has been adjusted. A squint hook can be used to maintain a good eye posture until the foot plate is adequately seated. A rectus stay suture is almost never required.

In the presence of marked corneal irregularity it
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may be impossible to bleed all air from the lens corneal interface. Provided the air bubble is evenly distributed, preferably under the central portion of the lens, it is safe to proceed with cutting. A large eccentrically placed air bubble will result in shallow depth of cut over the corneal section adjacent to the air pocket. Altering the height of the interchangeable foot plate can play an important part in securing adequate seating of the CLCC. Having thus selected the appropriately sized cutter, the surgeon removes the instrument from the eye and loads the knife blade.

The stage is now set for the penetrating graft procedure. The loaded CLCC is repositioned, and while the knife is still retracted the surgeon rotates the contact lens carriage two or three times to confirm a stable instrument grip on the eye before cutting is begun.

The knife carriage is ‘parked’, with the micrometer screw coming to rest under the retractable control rod. The assistant turns this rod to lower the knife blade towards the cornea. The surgeon observes when the knife contacts the corneal surface. Often a small air bubble will develop around the cutting tip. After the assistant has retracted the depth control rod back into its sheath, the surgeon then ‘drives’ the blade around two or three times in rapid succession until a cut of uniform depth has been achieved. This initial cut should be into the superficial stroma only. The knife carriage mechanism is again parked while the assistant lowers the blade deeper into cornea. He is guided both by the view down the operating microscope and the rotation of the micrometer gauge. Again the control rod is retracted and the surgeon repeats the cutting sequence, driving the blade through several quick turns to produce a circular cut of uniform depth.

Wrinkling of Descemet’s membrane indicates that the corneal cut is nearing full thickness. Fine gaping of the wound edges, a circular motion of the disc, sudden clearing of air or blood in the incision track or the appearance of a fluid droplet on the inner face of the contact lens around the micrometer screw region are all indications of full corneal penetration.

Direct sighting of the cutting tip in the anterior chamber, movement of iris stroma, iris pigment dispersal, and iris prolapse are all signs of ‘overshooting’, which should be avoided.

An experienced surgeon can cut full-thickness donor buttons over 350° of arc with unerring consistency and not infrequently can achieve 360° cuts in the cadaver (Fig. 1). As the blade nears Descemet’s membrane it should be advanced by small increments between cutting sequences. When necessary, corneal sectioning may be completed by corneal scissors or, under operating room conditions, with the oscillating knife.

If the cornea is heavily vascularised the CLCC acts as a tamponade which reduces bleeding during cutting. Any blood entering the circle of incision serves as a good indicator of depth of cut, especially in opaque stroma. The sloping edge, coupled with the light pressure of the instrument, seals the anterior chamber during penetration, obviating the need for precautionary air injection into the anterior chamber.

Fig. 1 The CLCC has completed a 360° corneal cut in a cadaver eye

Fig. 2 Insertion of sutures into the corneal disc at the 6 o’clock position on the chuck
Handling procedure for corneal discs

The DDC and frame were designed to allow virtually atraumatic placement of 4 accurately aligned sutures in the donor disc without the use of holding forceps. Sutures should be inserted to the level of Descemet's membrane. Double armed 10/0 nylon suture material has been used, but 8/0 virgin silk is preferred for ease and speed of handling.

Double armed sutures are inserted into the cornea from the 6 o'clock position on the chuck (Fig. 2). The chuck is rotated between placement of each of the 4 sutures. Tangling of the threads can be avoided by fixing them to the corneal frame in the sequence: 12, 3, 9, and 6 o'clock. The 'leading needles' are cut off as their respective thread is anchored to the corneal frame. This is an essential step, as only the 'trailing needle' can be used for suturing the donor disc into the recipient eye. With the 4 sutures in place and under proper tension the disc chuck is opened and the corneal disc gently released (Fig. 3).

In the operating theatre a small volume of storage medium may be dropped on to the endothelial surface of the disc while attention is redirected to final preparation of the recipient eye. When the recipient is ready, the corneal frame is released from its holding bracket and turned over, so that the endothelium of the donor button is downmost (Fig. 4). The frame with its centrally held donor disc is then placed over the patient's eye, and the disc is sewn in while the assistant steadies the corneal frame. The 4 primary sutures usually provide an airtight wound, so that fluid or air can be readily introduced by Rycroft cannula into the anterior chamber between the wound edges.

Clinical and experimental applications

From the clinical cases treated with the CLCC features of 25 are summarised in Table 1. This illustrates a broad scatter of anterior segment pathology, and serves to emphasise the versatility of this new microsurgical system. The optical and technical advantages of the cutter are perhaps best appreciated in vascularised corneae, in keratoconus, and in corneal opacities associated with anterior chamber pathology.

For the first time the corneal surgeon can see the outer limits of a cone during cutting. Under the CLCC the cone collapses into a series of concentric rings. The diseased tissue has a plasticity which imparts a unique appearance during cutting. The stroma meanders around under the contact lens like clay on a potter's wheel.

Deep lamellar dissection using the CLCC and SEH has exposed intact Descemet's membrane in both human cadaver eyes and in rabbit experiments (Crock, 1977). This work is continuing and will be the subject of a separate communication. The technical difficulties of a lamellar dissection by established methods can be appreciated in the illustration from Rosenthal's experiment with sutureless lamellar keratoplasty in the rabbit (Rosenthal et al., 1975).

Experience with corneal cutting in animals
includes the corneae of dog, pig, rabbit, and cynomolgus and stub-tail monkeys. Eye holders and cutter foot plates were designed specially for them. The differences in behaviour of the various animal corneae are such that the authors found no value in comparing these results with those from human corneae. van Horn and associates found the cat to be a promising experimental animal, and our latest trials using cat corneae corroborate their findings (van Horn et al., 1977).

**Discussion**

The history of scientific thought is sign-posted by examples of independent discovery and invention (Ogburn and Thomas, 1922). Within the past 5
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Penetrating graft surgery now has a new dimension, broader horizons are opening in lamellar grafting, and experimentalists will be assisted in their burgeoning studies of endothelium and the nature of graft-host interactions.
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